EDINBURGH,
SCOTLAND
GLENE AGLES TOWNHOUSE

Yet another chic Provençal retreat from the Sibuet family (the
tastemakers behind Les Fermes de Marie and Villa-Marie in Saint
Tropez), Le Mas is a centuries-old farmhouse that has been exquisitely reimagined to include six serene bedrooms, a priest’s garden,
a petanque court and a sleek pool. Round-the-clock staff, as well
as access to the Pure Altitude Spa at La Bastide de Marie and the
family-owned Domaine de Marie, make Le Mas the spot for the
ultimate summer house party. en.labastidedemarie.com
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WHERE TO GO NOW

Spring
AWAKENINGS
From chic boutique escapes in Scotland to villas on the white sand beaches of

SPRING 2022

St. Barths, new properties and restaurants are popping
up all over the globe and are ready to welcome visitors eager to explore
BY CHRISTINA OHLY EVANS
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SAN SEBASTIÁN,
SPAIN
Designed in the 19th century by noted
architect Luis Elizalde, Villa Soro has been
thoughtfully reimagined by the team
behind the stylish Mallorcan properties
Sant Francesc Hotel Singular and Can
Ferrereta. The result is a soothing, 25-room
Basque inn that retains its historic roots—
an enormous central staircase, oak paneling, marble f loors, grand fireplaces and
extensive gardens by Pierre Ducasse have
all been kept faithfully intact. While the
property isn’t technically new, its spring
opening will offer art lovers (the hotel’s collection includes works by Chillida and
Jorge Oteiza) and families alike a city
escape on the Bay of Biscay. hotelvillasoro.com
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LE MAS, LA BASTIDE DE MARIE
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SPRING 2022

MÉNERBES, FRANCE

DUJOUR.COM

DUJOUR.COM

Gleneagles—the iconic country house hotel
in Perthshire—launches its first city outpost this spring on storied St. Andrew
Square in a building that was once home to
the Bank of Scotland. Much like the original sporting estate, Gleneagles Townhouse
will feature classic, historical elements
throughout its 33 rooms and suites—think
moldings, canopy beds and original fireplaces and paneling—but with a modern
twist as conceived by Ennismore Design
Studio. Food and beverage are set to take
center stage at the hotel-cum-members
club, with The Spence serving modern
Scottish cuisine all day and the rooftop
Lamplighters bar offering the best whiskys.
In a unique wellness twist, the former bank
vault has been transformed into a state-ofthe-art gym, complete with yoga studio and
cryotherapy chamber. gleneagles.com

TRAVEL
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